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BULLSHEET UPDATES
 
 So the staff talked and we are considering an identity change: welcome to the Sheep 
Sheet. We are just really into sheep right now. They are cute, cuddly, and fun! I know that the 
“Bullsheet” is a play on words of “Bullshit.” Which is cute and punny. But bulls are intense 
and I just don’t know if we represent that level of ferocity and fierceness. Our energy aligns 
better with sheep. Ya feel? But obviously, the Bullsheet has a long history before us and will 
have a history after us, but I still think change can be good. Think of it as an opportunity to 
mix things up. Some people might be upset by this but just remember that this is a good thing. 
You will adapt, learn, and grow. Sheep are fun and they look cool. Just idk man…. I just love 
sheep. There is so much potential with having a sheep as our mascot/icon. Honestly, I’m not 
sure anyone will agree with me but there is something to be said about rebranding. 2020 feels 
like the year to rebrand. You can now refer to us as the Sheep Sheet™ 

           
         

Other updates: 
- Charlie is MAD with power. The staff is forming a coup. More details to come.
-Someone on the staff has had toes in their mouth. That’s all I’m going to say........
-For a creative bunch of writers, we suck at coming up with creative things for “Never 
Have I Ever!” It was a painful game honestly
-The Denisonian staff can’t chug even if their lives depend on it. It was embarassing for 
us Bullsheeters to watch the Denisonian staff drink.
The Bullsheet staff can drink them to the ground. 
STAND DOWN.
-Noone actually knows where Schaff is
-The staff has some issues with being on aux. actually 
let me revise that statement: Jack has some issues with
being on aux.
-King’s Cup is way better than Uno. Can confirm. 
-The Sheep Sheet office is finally clean. GOD BLESS. 

Community Update -Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer



Bull’s  
Last Word

Staff “Favorite Foods” Box 
Charlie “Lettuce” Schweiger

Katie “Pasta” Kerrigan, Head Writer
J0$H “Cheetos” P03, Senior Writer

Elizabeth “Potatoes” Arterberry, Senior Writer
Maggie “Nuts” Bell, Junior Writer

Blythe “The Denisonian” Dahlem, Sophomore Writer
Ellie “Cheese” Schrader, Sophomore Writer
William “Apples” Kelsey, Sophomore Writer

Emma “Shrimp on the Barbie” Rutherford, Sophomore Writer 

Betsy has 
a thing for 

feet.....

James “Burgers” Whitney, Sophomore Editor
Jack “Trail mix” May, Junior Editor

Betsy “Her sister’s toes” Wagner, Sophomore Editor

THE “FULL HOUSE” HOUSE MAKES NO SENSE
Let’s get this straight, I love Full House. I really do. I watched it everyday after school during child-
hood. I have watched it so many times. While home bound this spring I decided to watch the series yet 
again and I noticed SO MANY descrepancies in their presumed home. I will share with you the confus-
ing things about the “Full House” house and why the set makes absolutely no sense. 
Let’s talk about the random room in the hallway between the kitchen and the living room (where the 
man walks out from in S7 EP 24 at 6:54). Watch that episode and you will be so confused too.  Like I 
know the laundry room/closet is in between the kitchen and living room but what is this random hall-
way between the rooms? It is never mentioned or interacted with (until this one episode where the man 
walks out of it). In the girls’ room, they have a bay window and then in the living room there is a bay 
window but the girl’s room is not above the living room and thus it doesn’t make sense that there are 
bay windows in both rooms. It makes sense for the living room because it is on the front of the house. 
The outside of the house clearly shows two bay windows so there has to be one on the second floor, but 
it can’t be the girls’ room because there is nothing above the living room since the stairs have a banister 
that over looks the first floor. Also... the super super spacious attic. Where did that come from? In the 
views of the outside of the house, it is clear that it has a flat roof, so how did this attic with a valuted 
celining magically appear?
The stairs make no sense because whenever they go upstairs from the front, there is clearly a hallway 
at the top of the staircase where the banister is that looks over the living room but then whenever they 
show the upstairs hallway, the stairs clearly turn and there is a landing and NO banister that looks over 
the living room. It is not an open staircase like the living room stairs. But yeah this upstairs vantage 
point could be showing the backstairs idk. if not, where do the back stairs come up to in the second 
floor? That house is just so f**king big. Like so big. But not really from the outside. A FOUR-FLOOR 
home with that many bedrooms would be so expensive in $an Fran....way more than a sports newscaster 
makes (Danny’s first career). It all just doesn’t add up.  Don’t even get me started about the driveway/
backyard. There are a few episodes that mention/show the driveway as a part of the backyard set but 
that really makes no sense. The backyard in the show is large, bright, and expansive, but like the house 
is in the middle of the city and right in between several other homes. It just makes NO sense.
Don’t get me wrong, I love the show and I love the house. I had dreams about living there. But now, as 
I look back as an adult, there is just so much that doesn’t add up in that home. That is a victorian with 
the funkiest floor plan I have ever seen.   

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer


